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A Great Start to the New Year! 

2019 has got off to a great start at Ryders Hayes, with children ready to learn after a 
special time with family and friends and raring to go! The same can be said of our ex-
ceptional staff team, who had been busy preparing an exciting and challenging range 

of learning opportunities for this week. The children considered, in their first assembly, 
what their personal goals may be for the year ahead with Mrs Paul. 

With our sights firmly on evidence-based research to further enhance teaching and 
learning, expert training has already continued this week for our subject specialists, 

with Mental Resilience training in Manchester; Association of Science Education Con-
ference and Maths Hub specialist training in Birmingham, as well as two staff traveling 

to London next Monday due to our involvement in national research into the use of 
Teaching Assistants in the classroom.  

Your children are certainly benefiting from the high-quality professional development 
of their teachers and teaching assistants as well as the cutting-edge resources in the 
classroom. Across the school this week, pupils have started to be introduced to Now 

Press Play, our latest investment in the classroom, wearing their own set of head-
phones and being transported to a vast range of virtual worlds and experiences across 
the curriculum. If your child hasn’t tried it out yet, I promise that you’ll hear about it 

when their turn comes around! 

Staff and Governors wish you all a very happy New Year and we look forward to shar-
ing with you the highlights of 2019 as the year unfolds. 

 

Sally J Miner 



January 

Right of the Month 

Article 27 

You have the right to food, clothing and a safe place to live 

Talking Teatime Questions 

How do you keep safe? 

Are all children in the world able to access food and  

clothing? 

What ways can we help our community to help those who haven’t got access to food? 

 

As a Rights Respecting School we learn about children’s rights and how to respect the 

rights of others.   

Use the ‘Talking Teatime’ questions to discuss our Right of the Month with your families 

at home.  You can tell them all about how we learn about rights and how you are the 

Change Maker! Your teacher will be asking you about your teatime conversations 

throughout the month.  Don’t forget, a full copy of the rights can be found in your school 

planner. 

School Lunch Times 

School Dinners 
 
Please remember to send lunch  
money into school on a Monday  
morning for the week ahead.   
Please make sure it is sent into 
school in an envelope clearly marked 
with your child’s name, class, the 
days it relates to and the amount 
enclosed. 
Thank you 
 

Packed Lunches 
 
We ask that children bring home any 
uneaten food and packets in their 
lunchbox so that parents can see 
what their children have eaten that 
day. We appreciate that this can 
make lunchboxes untidy so please  
include a spare sandwich bag in the 
lunchbox for the rubbish to kept  
together before it’s thrown away at 
home. 



 

 

 

YEAR 1 
What are the 7 continents of the world?  

 

YEAR 2 
Can you invent you own cloud blower and explain to someone how it works ? 

 

YEAR 3 
What can you find out about Ancient Egypt?  

 
YEAR  4 

What type of number do you get when you add an even and an even number? An even and an odd number? Two odd numbers?  

 

YEAR 5 
What different types of forces do you know? 

 

YEAR 6 

What is going to happen to Jeff and Bradley's friendship after he told that lie?  

 

 

 

 

3B and 6W 
 

 

Well Done 
 



 

 
This week, Year 3 have launched their topic about Ancient Egypt. They have thought about what they al-

ready know about the Egyptians and what they would like to find out using artefacts to help them. In addi-

tion, they have started their new books, MA'AT'S Feather which explores life and death in Ancient Egypt. In 

Maths, the children have started their work on fractions, beginning with fractions of shapes and moving on 

to fractions of amounts. In Science, we have thought about the different parts and functions of a plant. 

 

 

We have been very happy to welcome the Year 4 team back into school this week and wish all our learners 

a very Happy New Year! We have dived into our new book 'Sky Song' and have been interested to find out 

how the author, Abi Elphinstone, was inspired to create the setting and characters. In Science, we have been 

considering how sound is made and have observed lots of vibrations - including a tuning fork in water (it's 

messy!). We have discovered a new part of number lines - negative numbers - and have been reasoning with 

temperature puzzles.  

 

 

 

Happy New Year! This week Year 5 have started their new book "The Explorer" by Katherine Rundell. We are 

looking forward to linking this with our Geography topic and studying rainforests. In PE we have started 

looking at balances and again, this links with our Science topic of forces. This week we are sending home 

the knowledge harvest sheet on forces. Please use it to look at key facts and vocabulary to support the chil-

dren throughout the topic. Please encourage your children to continue using Times Table Rockstars as re-

membering table facts is key for this year group. We will be setting lots of "Battles of the Bands" over the 

coming weeks.  

 

 

Year 6 have worked extremely hard this week after the Christmas break. We have been refreshing our 

knowledge on negative numbers and decimals by practicing these throughout the week. We have been en-

grossed in our new book 'There's a boy in the Girls' Bathroom' by Louis Sachar and we have loved reading 

this as a class. We have started our new history topic exploring Crime and Punishment across the ages and 

revisiting Electricity in science.  

This week in English Year 1 have been investigating and writing about the beanstalk that appeared on 

the playground over Christmas https://youtu.be/vMbHn6UkfjE. They have also been writing their own 

story about an enchanted forest. In Maths this week they have been recapping everything they learnt last 

term in order to move onto division and multiplication next week. In Art they have been learning about 

the artwork of Andy Goldsworthy and in Geography they have been learning about the 7 continents of 

the world and their climates. 

 

This week, in English, Year 2 have been exploring instructions. We have analysed different instructions 

to identify the features. We have found time adverbials, imperative verbs, bullet points and many other 

features. We have used the features to write a set of instructions for 'how to make clouds'. In Maths we 

have been telling the time. We have used our understanding of time to explain and reason. In topic les-

sons, we have explored different technologies and discussed which pieces of technology we have in our 

homes. 

 

https://youtu.be/vMbHn6UkfjE

